
Instructions for 'Set of 6 Snowflake Christmas Ornaments' Kit
Project KC-SP-004A   [Skill Level: Beginner]
Designer: Julie Bean

Project Components | NOTE: To account for potential mistakes, there may be extra pieces of some types of
findings.

1 - assorted small beads 1 - assorted large beads

1 - assorted medium beads 1 - set of 6 snowflake forms

Recommended Tools (not included)
Round Nose Pliers

Instructions: For video instructions, go to www.beadaholique.com/ebk-snowflake-xmas-ornaments.html

This kit allows you to make 6 snowflakes. The instructions below will be for one snowflake, repeat
them to make all 6.

Note: The large bead assortment contains a variety of large beads in various shapes and all of them are
supplied in increments of 6. Since your snowflake frame has 6 sides, you will be able to make
matching "branches" of the snowflake, just like those that happen in nature.

Start by placing a dark colored towel or piece of fabric on your work table and pouring out your bead mixes
onto it. The texture of the towel will help keep the beads from rolling and the dark color will make the clear
beads more visible.

1. 

Pick up one snowflake frame and start placing beads in any order you like onto one of the wire branches of
the frame. A couple tips: because of the tight space where all the branches meet in the middle, it helps if you
put a small bead onto the wire first. Small beads also make great spacers and look really good if you put one
between every medium and large bead. Mix up the shapes, try putting drops, rounds, and bicones all on the
same wire branch. Snowflakes in nature have 6 identical sides, it looks really pretty if you mimic this on
your ornament but you do not have to.

2. 

Continuing placing beads onto the wire branch until they are approx 3/8" from the wire end. At this point.
Place a piece of tape over this wire end to hold your beads in place.

3. 

Move to the wire branch next to the one you just completed and place the identical sequence of beads onto
it. Once they are all on, see if you like how the branches look together and the design of your snowflake. If
yes, grab the tip of the wire with your round nose pliers and bend it into a loop by rotating the pliers while
grasping the tip. Keep rotating until you have a complete loop at the end.

4. 

Go back to the other branch with beads on it, remove the tape, and create a loop at the end.5. 

Place beads (and make loops) on your other 4 wire branches.6. 

Happy Holidays!7. 



Tip: You can also use wire looping pliers for this project and even chain nose (or fine nosed household)
pliers to bend the wire tip over to keep your beads from sliding off. The chain nose plier (and
household) approach does not give you a nice loop to hang a ribbon from, but it does work in a pinch if
you do not have jewelry making tools.
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